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ALTO Aviation introduces
new ALTO Cadence In-Line Relay Controller.

Sterling, MA. April 5, 2018
ALTO Aviation, the premier supplier of high-end custom cabin audio & entertainment systems
and passenger controls and CMS/IFE upgrades for all aircraft types in business aviation, has
introduced the new ALTO Cadence In-Line Relay Controller at the Aircraft Electronics
Association Convention New Products Introduction Session that recently took place in Las
Vegas, NV from March 26 through March 29, 2018.
The new ALTO Cadence In-Line Relay Controller is very easy to install. The switch panel plugs
directly into the controller or may be used as a discrete, stand-alone controller. Local relays
preserve existing aircraft wiring. It has been specifically designed to provide the business
aviation retrofit aircraft with a fast, easy and cost-friendly way to upgrade the cabin
entertainment experience.
“The In-Line Relay Controller adds a new level of flexibility to our Cadence Switch System and
simplifies system interfaces” said Kevin Hayes, ALTO Aviation VP of Sales & Marketing.
The new ALTO Cadence In-Line Relay Controller offers scalable number of relay functions
(single, dual and triple configurations) and up to 2A Relay action with NO/COMMON. It does not
require operating software, has universal design and common part numbers. Pricing is
customized based on the number of relay functions required.

About ALTO Aviation
ALTO Aviation is the premier supplier of high-end cabin audio & entertainment systems,
passenger controls and CMS/IFE replacements for all aircraft types in business aviation, offered
as standard equipment on Gulfstream G650/650ER, G500/600, G450/550 Elite Series,
G280, Falcon F7X, F900, F2000, Embraer Lineage, Legacy 650, 600, 500, 450, Cessna
Citation X, Sovereign, and Latitude. ALTO is the preferred choice for after-market and retrofit
installations for all business aircraft, small to large. All of our systems hold TSO certification.

Every ALTO audio system is custom designed and acoustically contoured specifically for
each cabin installation. ALTO amplifiers and loudspeakers are expertly engineered to provide
the highest level of sound performance at 40,000 feet, using the latest in digital technology.
As a result, every passenger in the cabin gets transported into a powerful audio experience
that rivals the best home and theater systems.
Everyone at ALTO is passionate about state-of-the-art sound, and our company is fully
committed to providing each client with outstanding customer service and 24/7 support.
ALTO Aviation corporate headquarters are located in Sterling, MA. The Engineering and R&D
offices are located in Jupiter, FL. ALTO has Sales representation in Little Rock, AR, and
Engineering Support for Europe in Stuttgart, Germany. All of our systems are proudly
designed, engineered, and manufactured in the US and distributed worldwide.
If you would like more information or would like to schedule an interview with one of our
ALTO Aviation representatives, please contact Cristina Scarlata at 978.466.5992 /
cscarlata@altoaviation.com.
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